The story of Mopar® began nearly 80 years ago with a focus on motor parts and the introduction of a simple can of antifreeze. Through the decades, we have grown into so much more. Today, as the official service, parts and customer care provider for FCA brand vehicles, we walk alongside you as your partner in the vehicle ownership experience. That’s why we offer authentic parts and accessories designed by the same engineers that created your vehicle to make it truly yours. It’s why our team is comprised of expert retailer technicians who know your make and model best, armed with leading-edge diagnostic technology no one else can match. And it’s why we’ve created unique services like Express Lane Service and Mopar Vehicle Protection™ plans to offer convenience and peace of mind. In short, we are not only here to service cars, trucks, minivans and SUVs — we are here to service people’s lives. It’s this commitment that fuels who we are. It’s our promise to you that you can count on Mopar for life.
Now it’s easy to get cargo-area clutter under control. Mopar® introduces a host of stylish and interchangeable storage solutions and cargo-carrying systems. Each one attaches securely to your vehicle’s standard Jeep® Cargo Mounting Bar. Neat!

**Vehicle shown with storage locker.** (1)

**Soft-shell Storage Locker**

- Lets you hang clothes or store sports equipment while maintaining privacy.
- Fully collapsible when not in use.

**Clips**

- Clips attach to the Jeep® Cargo Mounting Bar and secure the Reusable Shopping Bags(2) within the cargo area. Sold as a set of four; includes one Reusable Shopping Bag.(3)

**Reusable Shopping Bags**

- Carry groceries, sports gear and more.
- Clips secure to the Jeep® Cargo Mounting Bar with Tote Clips.(3) Sold as a set of three.

**Cargo Area Tote Clips**

- Clips attach to the Jeep® Cargo Mounting Bar and secure the Reusable Shopping Bags(2) within the cargo area. Sold as a set of four; includes one Reusable Shopping Bag.(3)

**Tote Clip**

- Clips attach to the Jeep® Cargo Mounting Bar and secure the Reusable Shopping Bags(2) within the cargo area. Sold as a set of four; includes one Reusable Shopping Bag.(3)

**Pet Kennel.** (1)

- Safely transport your pet with this sturdy and durable kennel.
- Secures to vehicle with tie-down straps and store flat when not in use.

**Roadside Assistance Kit.**

- Includes jumper cables, gloves, 4-in-1 tool, pliers, flathead and Phillips screwdrivers, bungee cords, electrical tape and emergency blanket.

**Utility Bag.**

- This sturdy, black, waterproof bag with zippered top closure is sized right to tote a variety of items.
- Outside, pockets with straps and meshed webbing offer convenient access, while an interior zippered pocket provides additional security. Features the Jeep® Brand logo and an adjustable shoulder strap.

**Cargo Mat.**

- This convenient and versatile mat helps protect the cargo area and is easily removable. Folds up and stores in zippered case. Attaches to the Jeep® Cargo Mounting Bar.

**Reusable Shopping Bags.** (1)

- Carry groceries, sports gear and more.
- Bags secure to the Jeep® Cargo Mounting Bar with Tote Clips.(3) Sold as a set of three.

**TrailHawk® Off-Road Kit.**

- Getting out of those sticky situations is a snap. Includes special tow strap and gloves.

**Collapsible Cargo Tote.**

- Removable easily from the Jeep® Cargo Mounting Bar to carry goods separately.
- Folds flat against the cargo area and when not in use stores in the Storage Locker.(2)

**First Aid Kit.**

- Help is conveniently at hand. Contains bandages, gauze, antiseptic wipes and more.

**Grizzly® Cooler.**

- Soft-shell cooler lets you hang clothes or store sports equipment while maintaining privacy. Fully collapsible when not in use.

**Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.**

**Properly secure all cargo.**

**Sold separately.**
ENVELOPE CARGO NET. (1) Black nylon net fastens to tie-down loops, in your vehicle’s cargo area, to help keep loose items secure while maintaining convenient access to the rest of the cargo area. Easy to install and remove.

CARGO AREA SECURITY COVER. (1) Tough vinyl cover keeps your valuables out of sight in your cargo area. Cover removes easily for cleaning. Available in Black.

PREMIUM CARPET CARGO MAT. (1) This premium, substantial cargo mat helps protect your vehicle’s carpeting. The mat is custom-contoured for a precise fit and is constructed with a superior-gripping backing to help keep it firmly in place. Features the Cherokee logo. Available in Black and Brown.

MOULDED CARGO TRAY. (1) This skid-resistant tray features a raised-perimeter lip and is custom-moulded to fit the exact contours of your vehicle’s cargo area to help protect the carpeting. Features the Cherokee name. Available in Black.

PREMIUM CARPET FLOOR MATS. These premium, substantial carpet mats, both durable and stylish, protect your vehicle’s carpeting and enhance its interior for a strong, integrated appearance. The mats are custom-contoured for a precise fit, constructed with a superior-gripping granulated backing to help keep them firmly in place, and are easy to remove for cleaning. Mats are sold as a set of four; front mats feature the Cherokee logo and are available in Black and Brown. [82214007 – Black | 82214493 – Brown]

WINDSOR WHEEL. This durable Black steel replacement wheel is a rugged, no-frills Black wheel designed specifically to complement the Jeep® Cherokee.

MOPAR® CENTER CAPS. Show off your Cherokee in authentic style. These shining Chrome caps add a distinctive touch to your Cherokee wheels and feature the Mopar® logo. [82212507 – Front | 82212508 – Rear]

MOULDED SPLASH GUARDS. Designed to help protect the rear lower body-side panels from damage caused by gravel, salt and road debris, these splash guards are moulded to the contours of your vehicle’s bumper for a perfect fit. Rear guards feature the Jeep® logo and are sold as a set of two. [82213879AB – Rear]

OUTFITTED FOR ACTION

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.
A. ROOF TOP CARGO BASKET. (1) Basket adds valuable storage space, provides easy accessibility to all your gear and features the Snap-Utility Bars or Removable Roof Rack Kit. (2) [TCCAN859]

B. HITCH-MOUNT BIKE CARRIER. (1) Available in two-bike and four-bike styles (both fit two-inch receiver) that fold down to allow your vehicle's liftgate to open without having to remove your bikes. Both styles feature carrying clamps with rubber inserts and a bolt that locks the carriers to your vehicle. (THVE9028AB – Dual | THVE9029AB – Quad)

C. HITCH-MOUNT BIKE CARRIER ADAPTER. (1) This adapter modifies women’s or non-standard frames in order to be carried on hanging-style hitch-mounted racks. Features a telescopic adjustment for all bike sizes, a Prelco locking clamp for quick installation and removal, and molded rubber pads to help protect bike finish. (TH982BFA)

D. HITCH RECEIVER. (3) Features a two-inch opening with a towing capacity of up to 907 kg (2,000 lb) with weight-distributing equipment. The Hitch Ball, Ball Mount and Wiring Harness are sold separately. (82213349AB)

E. 17-INCH SEMI-GLOSS BLACK WHEEL. Our premium wheels are machined to match your Cherokee’s exact specifications and are designed to deliver a smooth and balanced ride. (82214010)

F. MOULDED ROCK RAILS. Stylish rails are constructed of heavy-gauge steel to help absorb impacts from rocks, and provide lower bodyside panel protection when you’re off-roading. Moulded Rock Rails are available in a Black powder-coat finish. (82213941)

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

(1) Properly secure all cargo. (2) Sold separately. (3) Check User Guide for hitch type, load capacity and heavy-duty equipment required. Do not exceed rated tow capacity of the vehicle as equipped. Trailer may require items not supplied by Mopar.

TAKE MORE WITH YOU
A. CHROME DOOR HANDLE COVERS. Grab attention on the road or on the trail and enjoy having a big impact every time you open the door. Made of durable material; set includes a cover for each door. (JD028070)

B. HITCH BALL-MOUNT ADAPTER KIT. (1) Designed and tested to match your vehicle’s towing capacity, the Mopar® Hitch Ball-Mount Adapter is made of heavy-duty, cold-rolled steel. Powder-coat paint provides a durable finish. (JD028088)

C. CHROME MIRROR COVERS. A simple yet striking display that enhances the style of your Cherokee. Designed for easy installation, and sold as a set of two. (JD028011)

D. HITCH RECEIVER PLUG. The Hitch Receiver Plug helps protect your vehicle’s hitch opening from debris. It includes a retention strap and four-way wiring plug folder, and features the Jeep Brand logo. (JD028009)

E. FRONT END COVER. This cover helps protect your front end from insects and road spray. Designed with license plate opening. (JD028009)

F. SIDE WINDOW AIR DEFLECTORS. Acrylic tinted Side Window Air Deflectors reduce wind noise and follow the contours of the windows, and allow them to be open even during inclement weather. (JD028011)

SKID PLATE. Constructed of heavy-gauge steel to help protect your vehicle’s underbody when traveling off-road and paired with a high-quality Black powder-coat finish that meets the tough corrosion standards the Jeep® Brand is known for. (JD028009)

G. ENGINE OIL PAN AND UNDERBODY SKID PLATE. (JD028009)

H. FRONT SUSPENSION SKID PLATE. (JD028009)

I. FUEL TANK SKID PLATE. (JD028009)

J. TRANSPARENT STONE CHIP PROTECTION FILM. Protect your vehicle’s paint finish with our paint-protection films. Ribs are precisely cut to fit contours of your vehicle and self-help protect it from bugs, dirt, scratches, etc., and will cause no damage to your OEM paint if removed years later. Retailer installation required. (JD028009)

K. JEEP® LICENCE PLATE FRAME. Make it official. Put your Jeep®, Brand pride front and center, and at the back end, too. Formed from stainless steel and tested for long-lasting durability, frame features the Jeep® Brand logo. Available in Polished and Black finishes, with or without the Jeep® Brand logo. (JD028009 – Polished with Jeep, Brand logo | JD028028 – Black with Jeep, Brand logo)

L. VEHICLE COVER. Water-resistant contoured cover features double-stitched seams and is designed to help protect your vehicle against UV rays, dirt and other pollutants. Cover features the Jeep® Brand logo. (JD028009)

M. MOULDED ROCK RAILS. Stylish rails are constructed of heavy-gauge steel to help absorb impacts from rocks and provide lower bodyside panel protection when you’re off-roading. Moulded Rock Rails are available in a Black powder-coat finish. (JD028009)

N. HOOD GRAPHIC. (2) (Black graphic also shown on catalogue cover.) These stylish hood decal graphics featuring the Jeep® Brand logo add a bold complement to your Cherokee’s hood — and help reduce sunlight glare. Available in Silver and Black. (JD028009)

O. SPORT UTILITY BARS. These premium, aerodynamic load bars attach to your vehicle’s side rails and provide an exceptionally quiet ride and superior carrying performance. (JD028009)

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

* Check User Guide for hitch type, load capacity and heavy-duty equipment required. Do not exceed the rated tow capacity of the vehicle as equipped. Trailer may require items not supplied by Mopar. * Retailer installation recommended.
ROOF TOP CARGO BAG. (1) This heavy-duty, weatherproof nylon carrier secures to the Sport Utility Bars or Removable Roof Rack Kit(2) with four adjustable, strong tie-down straps. Carrier is easy to mount, easy to remove and available in two sizes. [82207198 – 11 cu ft | TCINT869 – 17 cu ft]

ROOF TOP CARGO BOX. (1) Increase the cargo capacity of your vehicle to keep up with your active lifestyle. Carrier mounts to the Sport Utility Bars or Removable Roof Rack Kit and is available in two sizes. [TCBOX624 – Small | TCBOX614 – Medium]

ROOF TOP CARGO BASKET. (1) Basket adds valuable cargo space, provides easy accessibility to all your gear and mounts to the Sport Utility Bars or Removable Roof Rack Kit.

CARGO BASKET NET (2) securely holds cargo.

ROOF-MOUNT CANOE CARRIER. (1) This fully adjustable carrier with latching nylon straps holds one canoe and easily mounts to the Sport Utility Bars or Removable Roof Rack Kit.

ROOF-MOUNT SKI AND SNOWBOARD CARRIER. (1) Carrier conveniently holds up to six pairs of skis, four snowboards or a combination of the two. Carrier opens from either side and features corrosion-resistant lock covers. Carrier mounts to the Sport Utility Bars or Removable Roof Rack Kit.

ROOF-MOUNT SURF AND PADDLE BOARD CARRIER. (1) Carrier featuring universal roof rack compatibility lets you catch the waves, no matter your ride. Accommodates up to two surf or paddle boards, or a combination of the two, and features built-in shock cord to prevent accidental unloading. Carrier mounts to the Sport Utility Bars or Removable Roof Rack Kit.

HITCH-MOUNT BIKE CARRIER. (1) Hitch-mount carrier comes in two-bike and four-bike styles (both fit two-inch receivers). Each style folds down to allow your vehicle’s liftgate to open without having to remove bikes. Carrier features carrying clamps and security cable. [THVE9028AB – Dual | THVE9029AB – Quad]

ROOF-MOUNT KAYAK CARRIER. (1) Integrated rubber pads and felt-lined saddles keep your kayak secure, helping to prevent damage en route to open waters. Carrier includes transportation straps and mounts to the Sport Utility Bars or Removable Roof Rack Kit.

ROOF-MOUNT BIKE CARRIER. (1) Both the Fork-Mount and Upright bike carriers allow you to easily mount your bike to the Sport Utility Bars or Removable Roof Rack Kit. The Fork-Mount style carries one bike securely by the front fork and rear wheel. The Upright style carries one bike by the frame with both wheels secured. Carrying clamps feature extra-large rubber inserts to help prevent bike damage.

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

(1) Properly secure all cargo. (2) Sold separately.
Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

Katzkin® Leather Interiors. Mopar® has partnered with Katzkin® to create unique leather interior options. Katzkin offers a full line of leather-trimmed interiors that are handcrafted and professionally designed for all Jeep®, Grand Cherokee, and Grand Wagoneer vehicles. Choose from a variety of designs to match your style. Ask your retailer for more information.

Remote Start. Hit the ground running with the ability to start your vehicle from a distance with the touch of a button. This system operates seamlessly with your vehicle’s factory electronics, security system. [82214698]

Additional Accessories: Hitch Receiver Bezel, Locking Gas Cap, Master Shield® Car Care Products, Premium Vehicle-Care Products, Roadside Safety Kit, Towing Accessories.

Satin Chrome Valve Stem Caps. These decorative caps give your Chrysler vehicle a real twist. They’re available in a variety of styles, with the Jeep® logo prominently displayed on the top. Sold in a set of four. [82213628AB]

Kicker® Sound Systems. Authentic Jeep® Accessories offer exclusive audio system upgrade components and packages from KICKER,® the world’s premier high-performance car audio manufacturer. KICKER® speakers and upgrade packages have been designed specifically for Jeep® Brand vehicles, so you get automotive sound the way it was intended. And best of all, KICKER® parts install easily: bolt them in and then plug them in. No cutting or soldering is required. [82215415]

Tent Kit. Experience the great outdoors in comfort. This 3 m x 3 m (10’ x 10’) recreation tent attaches to the rear of your vehicle, creating extra sleep and storage space when the liftgate is open. Should you need to drive away from the campsite, the tent stands alone when detached from the vehicle. Tent is available with or without a 2.1 m x 2.1 m (7’ x 6’) awning, and comes with a carrying case for easy storage. [82209878]

Electronics Vehicle Tracking System (EVTS). It’s a fact: time is of the essence when it comes to staking vehicle recovery. The Mopar® EVTS, powered by Guidepoint,(1) utilizes a nationwide GPS tracking system that not only helps to keep track of your vehicle, but also helps to recover your vehicle in the event of a theft. Optional upgrade plans include Emergency Service Dispatch, Parental Controls (Security Fence, Arrival/Departure Notification, Excessive Speed Notification, Trace Maps of Past Locations), and many more. Features such as setting speed and distance parameters with text alerts, unlimited online tracking and full concierge service are also offered. [82213762AC]

TECHNOLOGY YOU CAN’T PASS UP

- Remote Start: Hit the ground running with the ability to start your vehicle from a distance with the touch of a button. This system operates seamlessly with your vehicle’s factory electronics, security system. [82214698]


- Satin Chrome Valve Stem Caps: These decorative caps give your Chrysler vehicle a real twist. They’re available in a variety of styles, with the Jeep® logo prominently displayed on the top. Sold in a set of four. [82213628AB]

- Wireless Charging Pad: Leave your cords behind and slip into the future. Just equip your smartphone with the cover(5) that integrates wire-free charging technology and the green light lets you know it’s charging. Professionally installed and within reach, charging pad makes charging second nature every time you drive your car. [82214000AB]

- Kicker® Sound Systems: Authentic Jeep® Accessories offer exclusive audio system upgrade components and packages from KICKER,® the world’s premier high-performance car audio manufacturer. KICKER® speakers and upgrade packages have been designed specifically for Jeep® Brand vehicles, so you get automotive sound the way it was intended. And best of all, KICKER® parts install easily: bolt them in and then plug them in. No cutting or soldering is required. [82215415]

- Tent Kit: Experience the great outdoors in comfort. This 3 m x 3 m (10’ x 10’) recreation tent attaches to the rear of your vehicle, creating extra sleep and storage space when the liftgate is open. Should you need to drive away from the campsite, the tent stands alone when detached from the vehicle. Tent is available with or without a 2.1 m x 2.1 m (7’ x 6’) awning, and comes with a carrying case for easy storage. [82209878]

- Electronics Vehicle Tracking System (EVTS): It’s a fact: time is of the essence when it comes to staking vehicle recovery. The Mopar® EVTS, powered by Guidepoint,(1) utilizes a nationwide GPS tracking system that not only helps to keep track of your vehicle, but also helps to recover your vehicle in the event of a theft. Optional upgrade plans include Emergency Service Dispatch, Parental Controls (Security Fence, Arrival/Departure Notification, Excessive Speed Notification, Trace Maps of Past Locations), and many more. Features such as setting speed and distance parameters with text alerts, unlimited online tracking and full concierge service are also offered. [82213762AC]